From Receipt to Delivery, We Have You Covered

It’s Time for Accountable, Safe, and Secure Tracking Technology That Delivers

Track Packages, Mail, Assets, and Records with a Single, Easy-to-Use Solution
How easily can you track every package or asset that moves through your organization? Can you tell when it arrived, where it went, and who
handled it? When it comes to tracking important assets, the old way of doing things is probably costing you time and money.
WINN Solutions and Zebra have partnered to create a safe, secure, low-cost solution that brings enterprise-level asset tracking to any organization. By combining our fully-customizable WITS software with Zebra’s innovative mobile devices, scanners, and printers, we give you a
single solution that makes it easy to successfully manage your packages, mail, assets, and records.

From Receipt to Delivery, WITS Has You Covered

WITS streamlines tracking with four simple steps that establish a chain of custody for your organization’s valuable assets.
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VERIFY – When a delivery is received, simply scan each package to verify and sort the quantity received.
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MANIFEST – Group several items together or batch barcodes
based on route or location and deliver items with a single scan or
signature.
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INPUT – Tell WITS where the package is going to print a
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DELIVERY – Scan and deliver your packages and establish a
chain of custody with the push of a button, just like the couriers
do.

customizable routing label and generate an automated email to
notify the recipient that the package is on the way.

Enhance Tracking with Zebra Scanners, Mobile Computers, Tablets, and Printers

3600 Series
Ultra-Rugged Barcode Scanners

DS2200 Series Handheld Imager

TC72 and TC77 Touch Computers

Just how rugged is the 3600 Ultra-Rugged
Series? When it comes to industrial strength,
nobody does it better. In fact, the 3600 Series
offers the most indestructible design available today, with the highest drop, tumble, and
sealing specifications for comparable devices.
All scanners in this family offer an 8-foot (2.4 m)
drop specification that is 23 percent more
durable than any other scanner in this class.

The affordable DS2200 Series adds the benefits of 2D imaging at an outstanding value to
businesses with minimal investment. Get first
time, every time scanning on essential 1D and
2D barcodes, so you do not have to compromise performance for price.

TC72 WLAN and TC77 WWAN Android Touch
Computers take service to the next level,
combining the simplicity of a smartphone
experience with ultra-rugged construction,
complete cellular network flexibility, and a new
platform offering more capabilities than any
other device in this class.

Affordability and Simplicity Delivered

When Only Unstoppable Performance Will Do

The Ultimate Ultra-Rugged Enterprise Touch Computers

LIFEGUARD FOR
ANDROID
A Lifetime Security Guard for Your
Zebra Android Mobile Devices
Extend the life cycle of your Zebra Android
enterprise mobile computers with LifeGuard™ for Android™, the software security
solution that adds years of OS security
support to match enterprise hardware life
cycles, simplify OS transitions, and extend
your mobile investment.

XSLATE R12 Rugged Table PC

L10 Rugged Tablet Platform

The XSLATE R12 is a next-generation tablet
designed to be the only computer you’ll
need, with powerful 2-in-1 capabilities
that accommodate the working styles
and aesthetic preferences of your mobile
workers in mixed environments.

The Zebra L10 rugged platform offers a variety
of configurations and a shared accessory
ecosystem that sets a new standard in office,
vehicle, and field-based computing. Available
as a standard slate tablet, as a 2-in-1 laptop/
tablet with a full-featured keyboard, or with a
rigid-handle and built-in barcode reader.

Trade Up to Zebra and Save

ZD420 Desktop Printers

ZQ620 Mobile Printers

For a limited time, when you purchase a
qualifying Zebra mobile computer, tablet,
scanner, or printer, you can receive a valuable rebate when you trade in an eligible
older model or competitive product. With the
Go Zebra Trade-in Program, you’ll reduce
your total cost of ownership on the innovative products that give your operations a
performance edge. For more information,
contact your WINN representative.

Faster, higher-quality printing keeps your
business moving. With the ZD420, you get
an intuitive interface and wireless connections typically found in higher end models.
Plus, field-installable connectivity and media
handling options allow you to purchase what
you need today, yet easily add new features
on-site to meet tomorrow’s needs.

While the ZQ600 Series is lightweight and
comfortable to wear all shift long, it is loaded
with features that give it long-lasting durability, including over-molding, a tempered-glass
display, and seamless one- piece design. The
high-grade resin is one of the toughest plastics
available for greater impact resistance. And
multiple mechanical design improvements
further increase printer robustness and uptime.

With LifeGuard, you’ll receive extended security support after the 36-month consumer
support period ends, including predictable
periodic security updates and legacy OS
security support when transitioning to a
newer OS. LifeGuard enhances your security with frequent updates and makes them
easy to install at your discretion, either
locally, or remotely via Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM).

Rethink What a Rugged Tablet Should Be

Versatile to The Core

TRADE-IN PROGRAM

Ease Of Use, Flexiblity and Management in Direct
Transfer Printing

Business Tough—Built for All-day Everyday Enterprise
Use

We’ll Bring the Demo to You
Contact Your WINN representative to arrange a free trial and see firsthand how WITS combines with Zebra
hardware to give your organization the enterprise-level tracking you need.
www.winnsolutions.com/request-demo | 800-806-6884
WINN SOLUTIONS

821 Kuhn Drive, Suite 205
Chula Vista, CA 91914-4508
www.winnsolutions.com
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